
Membership 
Cards and Subscriptions

Neil Brindly (members@ulgmc.org) is trying to keep the 
membership list up to date, please email him if you have a new 
address, phone number or email address.  Neil is also trying to 
track down the ‘few’ members who have yet to pay their subs for 
2007 - remember that unless you pay you subs you cannot book a 
hut at the members’ rate and you will not be covered by the BMC’s 
insurance scheme.

Forthcoming Meets
Please contact the meets leader if you want to come on one of 

the meet.  If you would like to share a lift to a meet you may want to 
use the YahooGroup to post the request.

Do you want to lead a meet? Send Keith Mott an email 
(meets@ulgmc.org) or phone him (07973 747756) and he will be 
glad to help.  

Fallcliffe - Spring climbing in the Peaks?
27-29 April 2007

This is a great chance to get the backs of your legs sunburnt as 
it is often sunny at the end of April in the Peaks.  If you don’t want 
to climb there are hundreds of walks and mountain biking routes to 
do.

Contact Keith Mott: 07973 747756 or email: meets@ulgmc.org

Crianlarich - Long days in Scotland
4-12 May 2007

Willie’s trip is again full, so unless there are any cancellations it 
is unlikely that you’ll be able to attend.

Contact Willie Butler:  01883 743289 or 
email whbutler@btinternet.com

Fallcliffe - Back to Fallcliffe
4-7 May 2007

This is the trip for those who do not have enough time or were 
too late to go on the Crainlarich meet.  Again more chance to get to 
the hills and escape over this bank holiday weekend.

Contact Neil Brindley: 01708 765700 or 
email neilbrindley@compuserve.com

Land’s End - Spring weekend camping 
25-29 May 2007

As in previous years, Margaret and Geoffrey Batten remind 
any members who are thinking of joining this meet at Trevedra Farm 
and who are not regular attendees to contact them so that they can 
try to increase our booking. Otherwise it might not be possible for 
everyone to be together in one group. Because of planning 
restrictions, any member intending to come in a motor caravan is 
asked to contact Wendy Nicholas at Trevedra Farm (01736 871818- 
not after 9 pm) well in advance to discuss the current situation with 
her. Once again, Wendy has agreed to provide a communal meal 
on the Sunday night (27 May). 

Contact Geoffrey: 0121 475 6604 or 
email grb@batten.eu.org)

Fallcliffe - Early summer
15-17 June 2007

More great grit climbing to be had (or walking or biking) with 
the possibility of a BBQ in the car park at Fallcliffe.

Contact Neil Brindley: 01708 765700 or 
email neilbrindley@compuserve.com

Want to submit a report?
15 August 2007 latest
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Pembroke - Camping weekend
29 June - 1 July 2007

Back to last year’s new venue! - Tycanol Farm Camping, 
Newport, Pembs. SA42 0ST.   The owner, Mr Harries, is quite a 
character, in his eighties and zaps round the campsite on various 
forms of mechanised transport.  Last year we had a free barbecue – 
excellent facilities for that though the wash areas were a bit 
primitive. The site is on the coastal path with a wonderful view, 2 
minutes from its own beach and 15 minutes walk from Newport. I 
hope to gee you up this year to do the traverse of the Preselis – you 
have been warned! 

Directions to site: From Newport take the Fishguard road, the 
A487; the site is 1 mile from Newport. Grid ref: SN 043 395  
Cardigan is 12 miles away, Dinas Head, just a couple of miles and 
further west lie Fishguard and Strumble Head.

Contact:  Sue Esten. Tel: 01442 864462 
email: sue@esten.nildram.co.uk

Fallcliffe - End of term escape
20-29 July 2007

School’s out so this is a perfect time to take the kids to the Peak 
district for the weekend (or longer).

Contact Keith Mott/Neil Brindley: 07973 747756 
email: meets@ulgmc.org

Swanage - Camping, climbing and 
walking
August 2007

The cream teas are good in Swanage and this coupled with the 
sea cliff walks and climbing makes this a suitable location for a 
relaxed and enjoyable weekend.  One of the really good things 
about Swanage is that you can take a walk over the downs and 
return by train (sometimes a steam train will pull your carriage).  
The camping will be arranged in walking distance of a pub.

Contact Keith Mott: 07973 747756 
email: meets@ulgmc.org

Caseg Fraith - PYB climbing classes
25-27 August 2007

PYB Climbing Classes aimed at 8 years and upwards.  This 
worked really well in August and is a great way to introduce 
children to climbing.

Contact Keith Mott: 07973 747756 
email: meets@ulgmc.org

Falcliffe - A sniff of autumn?
21-23 September 2007

After getting back to the office after the summer holidays this 
meet offers a well needed break.  Hopefully (subject to global 
warming) the trees and the moors will have started to turn. 

Contact Keith Mott: 07973 747756 
email: meets@ulgmc.org
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Meets Programme 2006/2007
Date Location Meet Organiser

27 - 29 April Fallcliffe Spring climbing in the Peaks Keith Mott

4 -12 May Crianlarich The renowned Scottish Meet - FULL! Willie Butler

4 - 7 May Fallcliffe May-day Bank Holiday Neil Brindley

25 - 29 May Land’s End Spring Bank Holiday Camping Geof & Margaret Batten

15 - 17 June Fallcliffe Early Summer?? TBA

29 June - 1 July North Pembroke Camping Sue Esten

20 - 29 July Fallcliffe End of term escape Motts/Neil Brindley

August TBA Camping (Swanage?) TBA/Keith Mott

24 - 27 Aug Fallcliffe August Bank Holiday - 
PYB Climbing Classes aimed at 8-16 
year olds

Keith Mott

21 - 23 Sept Fallcliffe A sniff of Autumn TBA

7 12 Sept Zurich Klettersteig close to Zurich Shaun West

19 - 21 Oct Great Langdale AGM & Dinner at Old Dungeon Ghyll Keith Mott

2 - 4 Nov Fallcliffe The Bonfire Meet Neil Brindley

7-9 Dec Fallcliffe Early Winter? TBA

21 Dec - 1 Jan Caseg Fraith Christmas and New Year Elspeth Howell



Alps - Klettersteig in Switzerland
7-12 September 2007

A change of venue from Italy to Switzerland as we’re 
moving (again).  Once we get there we will find a venue but it 
will be within a short train ride of the airport at Zurich.  For 
those of you who do not like camping we will book a Hutte.  
Other options if you don’t like Klettersteig are walking, climbing 
or peak bagging will also be available.

Contact Shaun West: email editor@ulgmc.org

Past Meets 
Caseg Fraith - Christmas 
and New Year
22 December 2006 – 2 
January 2007
No report!

If you went and want to submit a 
report the August newsletter please feel 
free.

Kandersteg Alpine Meet 
26 - 29 January 2007
Shaun West reports:

Prior to the meet there had not been 
any snow at the village level in Kandersteg 
and Tim had been getting ‘slightly’ 
worried.  However the snow arrived (at 
last) the week before giving a reasonable 
amount of snow in the village and more on 
the mountains.

The meet was attended by a total of 
five intrepid alpinists.  Tim had brought his 
‘ski’ and he and Caroline were planning to 
do some skiing on the miles of cross 
country pistes that there are in Kanderseg.  
Shaun was more in tune with trying to get 
some ice climbing done - but Shelagh 
though otherwise and said that Jakob was 
too young to belay.  So we did some 
gentle skiing and took a wonderful walk in 
the sun under blue skies.

Amazingly for Tim and Caroline the 
snow stayed all week and they managed 
to keep skiing.  A week later the green 
pastures returned.

Fallcliffe - Hint of Spring?
2 - 4 March 2007
Les Bailey reports:

The weekend started with a less than 
good weather forecast offering only wind 
and rain.  This may have been the reason 
why only three people arrived on Friday 
night for the meet.

The sky was set blue on Saturday and 
we set off for a walk starting in 
Chatsworth, passing the Robin Hood 
before heading up and onto the moors for 
a classic Peak District walk.  The only 
downside that day was the tedious one 
mile walk along the Chesterfield road - but 
you can’t have everything.

Sunday was a different kettle of fish.  
The day started damp and got worse with 
howling winds and rain, so we took a short 
walk from Chatsworth and then settled into 
the Robin Hood for some lunch before 
heading off home.

The morel of the weekend - treat the 
weather forecast with a pinch of salt.

Caseg Easter 2007 -
Climbing Any Age
6 - 9 April 2007
Keith Mott reports:

Easter, uncharacteristically, was 
quieter this year. Only three qualified as 
children although sometimes it was hard to 
tell. One thing is certain, if Neil is there so 
too is a shed load of food. This year a leg 
of venison was shared around. See picture.

Although we did not take advantage 
of the instruction at PYB some hard 
climbing took place thanks to the Howells 
and Elliots. Rachael and I did some of our 
favourite climbs on the London Rocks but 
the epic of the holiday was suggested by 
Neil.

On Saturday, just one of the 
exceptionally hot dry and sunny days we 
enjoyed, he suggested walking from the 
hut all the way to Foel-goch and beyond. 
Not much of a trek along the valley floor 
but Neil thought it would be fun to do it 
along the ridge! Fool.

Although the roads were packed with 
cars the ridge was no busier than usual. 
We did have to wait, though, to have our 
pictures taken on the balancing rock!

Rachael showed the makings, once 
again, of an intrepid explorer although we 
were all tired at the end and so 
were grateful for the lift back to the hut. 
We can now sit back and enjoy the 
pictures of that spectacular day.

We will try again in August.

News from 
Members
Ski-mountaineering 
in the Silvretta Alps
24-31 March 20067
Stephen Olivant reports:

The mountains of the Silvretta area lie 
in south east Austria between the ski 
resorts of Ischgl (Austria) and Klosters 
(Switzerland).  A ski-touring map of the 
Silvretta shows the whole area is a ski-
touring paradise.  There are plenty of 
mountain huts linked by a huge choice of 
routes through an attractive glacial and 
mountainous landscape.   It’s a deservedly 
popular area and we saw lots of other 
parties during the day and in the huts.  The 
national border follows mountain ridges 
and cols, so some huts are Swiss and 
others are Austrian  

Bruce Goodlad IFMGA guided the Ski 
Club of Great Britain party.  We were all 
very impressed with his skills of finding 
good routes, climbable summits and 
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powder snow slopes. I had enjoyed a trip 
in the Gran Paradiso area with Bruce last 
year and this week in the Silvretta turned 
out to be just as much fun.  By the end of 
this trip we were planning our next year’s 
ski-touring to the Oetztal area a couple of 
valleys further east. 

We were very lucky to have six days 
of good weather just after a minor 
snowfall. Everywhere in the mountains was 
looking at its whitest, whilst looking down 
into the snowless valleys it appeared that 
Spring had arrived.   The snow conditions 
were excellent and the lengthy downhill 
sections brought smiles to our faces despite 
some difficulties early in the week of skiing 
with big heavy rucksacks.     

Each day ski-touring in the Silvretta 
followed a satisfyingly simple pattern.  
Starting in the chilly shade from the hut 
with skins on our skis, we followed a valley 
upwards towards a sunlight col and high 
level glacier.  From there, we climbed a 
spiky peak (sometimes using axe and 
crampons) and then skied down further 
valleys to arrive at our next hut by mid 
afternoon.  Within this basic pattern, each 
day was quite different because of the 
natural features (such as snow texture, 
slope steepness, heat of the sun, views 
from the summits etc).  These daily physical 
experiences were mind-filling and very 
strong at the time but, by the end of the 
trip, it was quite hard to remember the first 
few days.  I suppose our senses and 
memories were dominated by the more 
recent days.  Pity I decided to save weight 
by not taking a notebook and biro to keep 
a diary.  I shall have to rely upon photos 
and the short account on Bruce’s website!             

Skiing in Beitostolen 
(where?)
February 2007
Hetta Morath reports:

Anybody who likes mountains and out 
door life, and with or without a family, 
would do well to consider this very 
pleasant and friendly Norwegian holiday 
centre some 60 km north of Fagerness. 
Primararily a holiday resort, it has both a 
range of hotels, and self catering 
accommodation. I'm sure it has excellent 
all round facilities in the summer, but we 
have just explored its winter potential. Our 
party was mixed in interests, and included 
3 small children, so major hut to hut 
expeditions had to be left for another time, 
tho' there are certainly possibilities from 
here. Downhillers are well catered for with 
2 skiing areas. One has a range of fairly 
easy runs, while the other was 
considerably more challenging. Both were 
virtually empty while we were there. From 
the top of the ski lifts, or from Beitostolen 
itself, there is a huge network of xc tracks 
most of which were prepared every day, 
and all well signed, but be warned, there 
is no flat land in Beitostolen. 

You can hire a pulk and be 
confidently adventurous as some of the 
tracks lead way out into remote hills, but 
we found in general that 1/2 day trips 
worked best as that was about as long as 
children wanted to stay in a pulk. Because 
the tracks wind up and down the 
mountains, skis with metal edges are 
essential. I think we did a different trip 
every day for 10 days, although not 
always starting from our chalet. It helps to 
have a car, but there are also buses 
connecting various areas, including taking 

people up the road towards Bygdin, closed 
in winter, to start trails which eventually 
come back to Beitostolen. Interestingly, 
there is an outdoor centre for blind and 
disabled people there and it was very 
cheering to come across groups tackling 
anything in the xc/downhill line. They even 
have biathlon for blind  people. Would we 
go back? Certainly, tho' with a twinge of 
guilt on account of my lack of Norwegian, 
and the excellent English spoken by most 
Norwegians. I'd like to see it in the summer 
too. 

The Battens in the Vanoise 
again
March 2007
Geoffrey and Margaret Batten 
write:

We reported on our visit to the 
Vanoise last June in Newsletter No 210. 
That gave us the opportunity to identify 
snow-shoeing opportunities in the area 
with a view to returning during the winter. 
We already had some knowledge of down-
hill skiing and ski du fond having spent a 
week at Bessans and Lanslebourg in 2000. 
This time we travelled by train and had an 
apartment in the village of Termignon 
(1300m) between Modane and 
Lanslebourg.  By the time we arrived on 10 
March there was virtually no snow at 
village level but there was much more 
higher up and we were able to do some 
good walks on snow-shoes, traversing 
several sections of the Chemin du Petit 
Bonheur which runs above the Arc valley 
between Modane and Bonneval. The local 
buses were useful for getting us to/from 
the start/finish of walks. Geoffrey also 
sampled the down-hill skiing above 
Termignon and found some very enjoyable 
runs with plenty of snow around 2000m. A 
free ski bus connects Termignon with 
Lanslebourg and Lanslevillard so there is 
plenty of choice. Definitely a good area 
for the winter as well as for the summer.
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Copenhagen
1 April 2007
Tim (plus Caroline, Geoffrey 
and Margaret) reports:

The founder members of the 
University of London Gastronomic 
Mountaineering Club ventured forth to 
explore the potential of Copenhagen as a 
suitable site for its activities.

Fired with enthusiasm following recent 
reports of heavy snowfalls sur le continent, 
the four took appropriate equipment to 
cope with all eventualities. To our surprise 
there was no snow at all. Furthermore, 
Copenhagen is extremely flat, affording 
poor prospects for the dedicated 
mountaineer. And finally, having left our 
specialist rock gear at home, we found 
ourselves with the wrong gear (= no gear) 
- see the "Wrong Gear Ploy" in "The Art of 
Climbing Down Safely" by Tom Patey.

What to do? Well, we could observe 
and report on the potential of the city as a 
climbing destination. There is much scope 
for the specialist art of Buildering. Sheer, 
vertical walls such as those on the RadHus 
suggest that only a sport climbing 
approach is likely to prove successful. 
However, it may be necessary to temper 
one's enthusiasm by recognising that the 
authorities may well take a rather different 
view of bolting up a 300' face. 
Alternatively, some of the neo-Baroque 
buildings in the centre of the old town 
might be ascended without artificial aid: 
the parliament building and the old royal 
palace, for example.

A different branch of our sport can 
also be practised here, that of Bridging 
(known nowadays as Deep Water Soloing) 
- over the canals. There are several sites 
available, with routes both long and short 
to suit all tastes.

Finally, we came across a climbing 
wall. Danes are quite tall as a race, but as 
the picture shows, you still need to have a 
"jump start" to reach the first holds. 

Reverting to a much older technique of our 
sport, the use of combined tactics is 
suggested for those who can't jump high 
enough.

Oh, and we ate some food.

Club News
Email addresses 
@ULGMC.ORG

Just a reminder that of the club email 
addresses:
Tim Marshall - president@ulgmc.org
Keith Mott - meets@ulgmc.org
Neil Brindley - members@ulgmc.org
Elspeth Howell - caseg@ulgmc.org
Neil Brindley - fallcliffe@ulgmc.org
Shaun West - editor@ulgmc.org

Newsletters - a plea
Shaun West

I have had a number of members’ 
articles from members with some great 
photos.  For the meet reports it’s really 
helpful if the meet leader could send them 
to me shortly after the meet is over.  The 
article should be around 350 words long 
and come with a couple of high resolution 
photos (I like to tweak them).

President’s corner
Club consultation

Points below do not constitute the 
club's final position on either issue. They 
are presented essentially for consultation, 
and may be subject to alteration following 
comments of members and/or legal 
representations.

1. The BMC has produced a Child 
Protection Policy. 

As a member club, it's probably 
advisable that we do so too. The following, 
in quotes, constitutes the essence of what 
the committee thinks we need to say, both 
in the N/L and on the website.

"The club does not allow children 
(under 18) to be individual members of the 
club.  Children under 18 can join the club 
only through "family membership" (see the 
2004 constitution)

It follows that children under 18 are 
allowed to stay at the huts only when 
accompanied by a parent, legal guardian 
or carer, who will at all times assume 
responsibility for the safety, conduct and 
behaviour of the child."

There is a further, tricky angle on this, 
most probably relevant to Caseg. When 
(if) huts are booked out to school/youth 
groups for "exclusive use", would 
"ordinary" club members still be allowed to 
use the members' room for sleeping? If yes, 
are we likely to lose many bookings 
because of this, if groups are not prepared 
to accept unknown adults without CRB 

clearance staying under the same roof? 
The committee simply doesn't know the 
answer to the second question; the answer 
to the first is a matter of policy, which we 
have not agreed on. Members may wish to 
comment. (There is a further twist here: if a 
school/youth group has "exclusive use", 
would Ray or Ruth Greenall be allowed to 
visit, in pursuance of their "normal" 
assistant hut warden duties?)

The back-drop to this is that, at the 
BMC Huts meeting in the autumn, one of 
the speakers asserted that he "knew of" 
BMC-affiliated clubs who had, amongst 
their members, people who were on the 
Sex Offenders Register. No further 
evidence was provided, obviously, but we 
can't ignore the issue by putting our head 
in the sand and hoping it will go away.

2. The responsibilities of Meet Leaders

Another club found itself in difficulties 
when a member attending a club meet had 
an accident, and began to undertake 
"proceedings" against the club in general 
and the meet leader in 
particular. Potentially, this kind of 
behaviour leaves both the club, and any 
meet leader, horribly exposed; it isn't clear 
whether the current BMC insurance would 
cover either if things got nasty. The 
committee therefore decided that the 
following statement should be 
issued concerning the responsibilities of 
meet leaders.

“Leaders of ULGMC club meets have 
responsibilities concerning only the 
accommodation at which the meet takes 
place. Whether the meet is "home" (Caseg 
or Fallcliffe) or "away" they must ensure 
that they, or another designated person, 
has a key to the premises; that they (or 
another designated person) will be 
present to unlock the hut; that the 
premises are not overbooked, i.e. the 
number of members attending are no 
more than the maximum number of places 
booked/reserved; that the requirements of 
host clubs are met; that the hut is left clean 
and tidy at the end of a week-end; and 
that all hut fees are collected and 
forwarded to the booking secretary of the 
host club, along with the hut key(s).

ULGMC meet leaders have NO 
responsibilities for safeguarding club 
members on mountaineering activities 
taking place during club meets. Members 
are regarded as responsible adults, 
responsible for their own conduct and 
safety on the hills. Attention is drawn to 
the statement on the BMC website 
(www.thebmc.co.uk) regarding the 
potentially hazardous nature of 
mountaineering activities, and members 
are urged to behave accordingly.”
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We need a Secretary!
If we hadn't realised it already, it has 

become glaringly obvious to the committee 
how much the smooth administration of the 
club has depended in recent years on Sue 
Esten and her (to Tim!) advanced IT skills. 
We need someone with similar skills to 
take on this role. Sue has provided the 
following description of the responsibilities 
of the post:

Liaising with the N/L editor

Forwarding N/L items to him/her

Ensuring that an up-to-date e-mail 
circulation list for the N/L goes to the 
editor (familiarity with Excel)

Mailing the "snail-mail" version of the 
N/L

Liaising with the hon. treasurer/
membership secretary over the 
membership database and changes to 
it

Producing annually a member 
address and e-mail list

Gathering material for the AGM

Minuting the AGM

Attending and taking minutes of the 
club committee meetings 

Liaising with U of L college Alumni 
Associations

Keeping the club archive: adding NLs 
and storing everything 

If you are interested, contact Tim 
Marshall in the first instance.

Club elections
The club committee is up for (re-)

election at the AGM in October. If you 
want to get involved, see the form below, 
to be used to put people forward for 
committee membership. 

The committee posts are:
President (currently Tim Marshall)
Vice-president (currently vacant)
Secretary (currently vacant)
Treasurer/membership secretary (currently 
Neil Brindley)
Meets secretary (currently Keith Mott)
Newsletter editor (currently Shaun West)

There are also two un-labelled places 
for people to join the committee

Name of person put forwards for the 
committee ........................................

Post for which person is 
proposed ........................................

Proposer...........................................

Seconder..........................................

Signature of person proposed, agreeing to 
being put 
forward ............................................

Normally, a completed form should 
be sent to the secretary, in time for us to 
list the applicants in the August N/L. In the 

light of the current vacancy, forms should 
be sent to:

Tim Marshall, Orchard Cottage, 8 
Old Harker, Low Harker, Carlisle,  CA6 
4DR

E111 or European Health 
Insurance Card
Sue Esten

A word of warning! Read the small 
print! Do not assume, as Mike and I were 
blithely doing that with your European 
Health Insurance Card (EHIC) that you will 
be reimbursed 100% for medical expenses 
incurred whilst travelling in the EU. Your 
EHIC allows you to access reduced-cost, 
sometimes free, medical treatment that 
becomes necessary during your visit. Each 
country has different rules about state 
medical provision and in some, treatment is 
free. In many countries you will have to 
pay part or all of the cost, and then claim 
a full or partial refund. For example in 
France one is likely to have to pay 20% of 
hospital costs. So you may feel you need 
additional insurance to avoid what could 
be an expensive bill. More information can 
be found on the website www.dh.gov.uk.

UCL Caudwell Xtreme 
Everest R&D project

Did you know that a team from UCL 
lead by Dr Mike Grocott is undertaking a 
project into the effect of high altitude?  
Take a look at what they are doing and 
why on the BBC’s website http://
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/6445181.stm

BMC Peak Area Report
Sue Esten still gets the report from the 

BMC Peak area and are now on the 
member’s section of the website.

BMC news
Copy of an email from Dave 
Turnbull, Chief Executive, BMC:

“I am writing to you as Secretary of 
your club to ask if you could bring a 
number of matters to the attention of your 
club committee and members. These are 
as follows:

a. Club representation at BMC Area 
Meetings. 

Since the BMC's Memorandum & 
Articles of Association were amended at 
the 2006 AGM, several clubs have asked 
for clarification on the relationship 
between clubs and the BMC.  A specific 
query has revolved around whether or not 
clubs can send official club representatives 
to BMC Area Meetings.  I can confirm that 
this was discussed by the BMC National 
Council on 10 March and that there was a 
unanimous view that all BMC members are 

welcome to attend BMC Area Meetings 
and that clubs are very welcome to send 
official representatives if they wish.

Attendances at Area Meetings are on 
the up (20-25 people at the recent Lakes, 
North West and South Wales meetings 
and 30-40 people in North Wales and the 
Peak) and I would encourage your club to 
send a representative to your relevant 
BMC Area.  A schedule of forthcoming 
meetings is attached below.

b. Workshop for Club Officials, 12 - 
4.30pm, Friday 8 June, BMC Office.

As part of the BMC's commitment to 
improve our administrative support for 
clubs we are holding a workshop for club 
officials in early June (see attachment 
below for outline programme for the day).  
This will provide an opportunity to clarify 
any aspects of the BMC's membership 
renewal process, the civil liability insurance 
scheme, multiple affiliation refunds, child 
protection issues etc etc.  BMC 
Membership Services and IT staff will be 
on hand to help with any queries.  This will 
be an annual event from now on 
and additional workshops will also be held 
during the year if there is sufficient 
demand. 

If you would like to send 
a representative - please could you 
confirm this by emailing 
kate@thebmc.co.uk . 

c. Summit 45, March 2007 edition.

Finally I would just like to apologise 
to anyone who received multiple copies of 
Summit magazine in the recent mailing.  
The has been due to a de-duplication 
problem in the new integra database and 
we are confident that it will be a 'one-off'. 

This email has been circulated to all 
352 BMC affiliated clubs. If you have any 
queries on the above - please feel free to 
drop me a line or to call me on my direct 
line - 0161 438 3310.

Many thanks for your help and 
support.

Yours sincerely

Dave Turnbull”

New addresses 
and new members

The contact details and email 
addresses will be uploaded to the 
members’ section of the website 
www.ulgmc.org/members_area/.  The aim 
is to up load the updated list on a monthly 
basis rather than to add them to the 
newsletter.

New members:
Mark Stitson email mark@stitson.com 

Matt Walters email 
m.walters486@btinternet.com
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Friday 8 June 2007 
 
12 - 4.30pm 
 
CLUB WORKSHOP 
‘UNDERSTANDING THE BMC’  
 
A practical session for club officials and representatives 
 
 

Outline Programme:         Time: 
 
1. Introductions, aims & objectives       12.00 – 12.15 

 
2. Round table feedback session to raise issues & queries    12.15 – 1.00 
 
3. Lunch (provided by the BMC)       1.00 – 1.30 
 
4. Opportunity for one-to-one discussions with BMC staff     1.30 – 2.30 
 (Membership administration, IT, publications, policy issues,  
 Access & Conservation etc) 
 
5. Discussion & clarification of issues raised in Item 2     2.30 – 4.00 
 (Examples might include how the membership renewal process works,  
 what the civil liability insurance gives you, multiple affiliation etc) 
 
6. Conclusions, action points & follow-ups      4.00 – 4.30 

 
 
Notes: 
 
• The workshop will be attended by senior staff, officials and a representative from 

Perkins Slade.   
 
• Whilst the BMC will not be able to offer full travel expenses, in order to support 

attendance a standard rate of £25.00 per person will be offered to all attendees 
travelling from outside the Manchester area. 
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BMC Area Meeting Schedule 

 

BMC Area Next meeting Future meeting 
 

Lake District Friday 8th June 
Venue & time tbc 

Friday 7th September 
Venue & time tbc 

London & South East Tuesday 12th June 
Venue & time tbc 

Tuesday 11th September 
Park Crescent Conference 
Centre, 19:00 

Midlands Thursday 7th June 
Venue & time tbc 

Thursday 6th September 
Venue & time tbc 

North East Monday 11th June 
Venue & time tbc 

Monday 3rd September 
Venue & time tbc 

North West Monday 4th June 
Black Dog Inn, Belmont 
19:30 

Monday 3rd September 
Black Dog Inn, Belmont 
19:30 

Peak District Thursday 19th April 
Devonshire Arms, Pilsley 
19:15 

Thursday 14th June 
Devonshire Arms, Pilsley 
19:15 

South West & Southern Sunday 15th April 
Miner’s Arms, time tbc 

Saturday 9th June 
Venue & time tbc 

Wales Tuesday 10th April 
The Vaynol, Nant Peris 

Tuesday 12th June 
Venue & time tbc 

Yorkshire Monday 11th June 
The New Inn, Keighley 
19:30 

Monday 10th September 
The New Inn, Keighley 
19:30 

 
Please note:  
 
Meeting times and venues can change. For the most up to date information -
please see the BMC website.   
 
The times and venues for meetings will be shown on the website as soon as 
we receive this information.  
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